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Abstract. Backward error analysis has become an important tool for understanding the long
time behavior of numerical integration methods. This is true in particular for the integration of
Hamiltonian systems where backward error analysis can be used to show that a symplectic method
will conserve energy over exponentially long periods of time. Such results are typically based on two
aspects of backward error analysis: (i) It can be shown that the modified vector fields have some
qualitative properties which they share with the given problem and (ii) an estimate is given for the
difference between the best interpolating vector field and the numerical method. These aspects have
been investigated recently, for example, by Benettin and Giorgilli in [J. Statist. Phys., 74 (1994),
pp. 1117–1143], by Hairer in [Ann. Numer. Math., 1 (1994), pp. 107–132], and by Hairer and Lubich
in [Numer. Math., 76 (1997), pp. 441–462]. In this paper we aim at providing a unifying framework
and a simplification of the existing results and corresponding proofs. Our approach to backward error
analysis is based on a simple recursive definition of the modified vector fields that does not require
explicit Taylor series expansion of the numerical method and the corresponding flow maps as in the
above-cited works. As an application we discuss the long time integration of chaotic Hamiltonian
systems and the approximation of time averages along numerically computed trajectories.
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1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the relationship between solutions
to a given system of ordinary differential equations (vector fields)

d

dt
x = Z(x) ,

numerical approximations

xn+1 = Ψδt (xn)

to them, and solutions to associated modified equations

d

dt
x = X̃i (x; δt), (i ≥ 1) .

The vector fields X̃i(δt) are formulated in terms of an asymptotic expansion in the
step size δt; i.e., they are chosen such that the numerical solution can formally be in-
terpreted, with increasing index i, as the increasingly accurate solution of the modified
equation. Previous papers on backward error analysis for differential equations include
those by Warming and Hyett [38], Griffiths and Sanz-Serna [12], Beyn [6], Feng [10],
Eirola [9], Fiedler and Scheurle [11], and Sanz-Serna [31]. Another early reference to
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related ideas is by Moser [24] who discusses the approximation of a symplectic map
near an equilibrium by the flow map of a Hamiltonian vector field.

More recently, general formulas for the computation of the modified vector fields
X̃i(δt) have been derived by Hairer [16]; Calvo, Murua, and Sanz-Serna [7]; Benettin
and Giorgilli [5]; and Reich [26]. In papers by Neishtadt [25], Benettin and Giorgilli [5],
and Hairer and Lubich [18], the question of closeness of the numerical approximations
and the solutions of the modified equations has been addressed. In particular, it has
been shown in these papers that the difference can be made exponentially small in
the step size δt; i.e.,

||Φδt,X̃i∗
(x)−Ψδt(x) || ≤ c1 δt e−c2/δt ,(1.1)

provided the vector field Z and the numerical one-step method Ψδt are real analytic
[22]. Here c1, c2 > 0 are appropriate constants, Φδt,X̃i∗

denotes the time-δt-flow map

of the vector field X̃i∗ , and the index i∗(δt) has been chosen such that the difference
is minimized.

Backward error analysis is of utmost importance for an understanding of the
qualitative behavior of symplectic methods [32] for Hamiltonian problems. It has been
shown by Hairer [16]; Calvo, Murua, and Sanz-Serna [7]; Reich [26]; and Benettin and
Giorgilli [5] that for symplectic discretizations, the modified vector fields X̃i(δt) are
Hamiltonian. For special cases see also the papers by Auerbach and Friedman [4]
and Yoshida [40]. The Hamiltonian structure of the modified equations implies that
a symplectic integrator almost preserves the total energy over an exponentially long
period of time [25, 23, 5, 18]. Similarly, the adiabatic invariant of a Hamiltonian system
with a rapidly rotating phase is also preserved over an exponentially long period of
time provided a symplectic method is used [29].

The fact that symplectic methods lead to modified equations that are Hamiltonian
is a special instance of the so-called geometric properties of backward error analysis.
By this we mean the following: If the vector field Z belongs to a certain class of
vector fields, like integral preserving or divergence-free vector fields, and the numerical
approximation Φδt also preserves the corresponding quantities, then the modified
vector fields X̃i(δt) will be in the same class as Z. Besides symplectic methods, special
instances of these geometric aspects have been discussed before. See, for example, the
papers by Reich [26]; Hairer and Stoffer [20]; and Gonzalez, Higham, and Stuart [13].

In this paper, we revisit backward error analysis by using a simple recursive
scheme for the definition of the modified vector fields X̃i(δt) as first proposed by the
author in the technical report [26]. The main advantage of this formulation is that
it does not require Taylor series expansions of the numerical one-step method Ψδt

and the flow maps Φδt,X̃i
in terms of the step size δt as it is used in the papers by

Benettin and Giorgilli [5], Hairer [16], and Hairer and Lubich [18]. This in turn allows
for a simple characterization1 of the geometric properties of the modified vector fields
X̃i(δt) and a rather simple proof for the exponentially small truncation error (1.1).
Our approach is close to the one discussed by Benettin and Giorgilli [5] in the sense
that we consider general one-step methods2 and that we use a “direct” approach.3

1The general idea can already been found in the report [26].
2Hairer and Lubich [18] consider methods that can be represented by P-series [19]. Note that

Runge–Kutta and partitioned Runge–Kutta methods fall under this category.
3This is in contrast to the “indirect” approach used by Neishtadt [25] where the one-step method

is first interpolated by the flow of a time-dependent vector field, and averaging in time is then used
to obtain an optimal approximating time-independent vector field.
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However, different techniques are used and we will discuss this in more detail in sec-
tion 4.

In section 5, we consider the numerical integration of a “chaotic” Hamiltonian
system by a symplectic method and discuss the approximation of time averages along
numerically computed trajectories. We assume that a Poincaré section [14] can be de-
fined and that the corresponding Poincaré section is uniformly hyperbolic. Backward
error analysis and the shadowing lemma [33] will be used to show that a numerically
computed trajectory stays close to an exact solution over exponentially long periods
of time. This and a large deviation theorem [36] allow us to discuss the convergence
of long time averages along numerically computed trajectories. The anisotropic Ke-
pler problem [15] will serve us as a numerical illustration. This problem requires the
application of a symplectic variable step size method as first discussed by the author
in the technical report [27] and independently by Hairer in [17].

2. The modified vector field recursion. Let us consider a smooth vector
field

d

dt
x = Z (x) ,(2.2)

Z : U ⊂ Rn → Rn and its discretization by a one-step method [19]

xn+1 = Ψδt (xn) = xn + δtψ(xn, δt) .(2.3)

We assume that Ψδt : U ⊂ Rn → Rn is a smooth map and a method of order p ≥ 1;
i.e.,

||Φδt,Z(x)−Ψδt(x) || = O(δtp+1)

for all x ∈ U where Φδt,Z is the time-δt-flow map of the differential equation (2.2).

As described in the introduction, we look for a family of vector fields X̃(δt) such
that

Φδt,X̃(δt) ≈ Ψδt

or, equivalently,

Φ1,X(δt) ≈ Ψδt , X(δt) := δt X̃(δt)

for all δt sufficiently small. Here Φ1,X denotes the time-one-flow map of the vector
field X(δt). The family of modified vector fields X(δt), δt ≥ 0, is formally defined in
terms of an asymptotic expansion in the step size δt, i.e.,

X(δt) = δt∆X1 + δt2∆X2 + δt3∆X3 + · · · .
The formally infinite sequence of vector fields {∆Xi}i=1,... ,∞ can be obtained by
Taylor series expansion of the one-step method Ψδt, i.e.,

Ψδt = id + δtΨ1 + δt2Ψ2 + · · · ,
id(x) = x the identity map, and comparison of this series with the expansion of the
time-one-flow map Φ1,X(δt) in terms of δt. The vector fields ∆Xi are chosen such
that these two series coincide term by term. This is the general approach followed
by Benettin and Giorgilli [5] and Hairer [16]. The two papers differ in the way the
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Taylor series expansions are written down. But they lead to exactly the same sequence
of vector fields {∆Xi}i=1,... ,∞. We obviously have ∆X1 = Z and ∆Xi = 0, i =
2, . . . , p, for a method of order p.

We now give a recursive definition of the modified vector field X(δt) that does
not require an explicit Taylor series expansion. This recursion was introduced by
the author in the technical report [26]. First we formally introduce the “truncated”
expansions Xi(δt), i = 1, 2, . . . ,∞, by means of

Xi(δt) =
i∑

j=1

δtj∆Xj .

We obviously have

Xi+1(δt) := Xi(δt) + δti+1∆Xi+1 .

Let us assume that Xi(δt) has been chosen such that the difference between the
time-one-flow map of Xi(δt) and the numerical one-step method Ψδt is O(δti+1).
This suggests that we consider the following recursion:

Xi+1(δt) := Xi(δt) + δti+1∆Xi+1 ,(2.4)

∆Xi+1 := lim
δt→0

Ψδt −Φ1,Xi(δt)

δti+1
.(2.5)

Indeed, this definition of ∆Xi+1 implies that Xi+1(δt), defined by (2.4), generates a
time-one-flow map that is O(δti+2) away from the numerical method Ψδt. This can
be seen from

Φ1,Xi+1(δt) −Ψδt = Φ1,Xi(δt) + δti+1∆Xi+1 −Ψδt +O(δti+2)

= δti+1∆Xi+1 − δti+1 lim
δt→0

Ψδt −Φ1,Xi(δt)

δti+1
+O(δti+2)

= O(δti+2) .

Thus (2.4) and (2.5) recursively define the modified vector fieldsXi(δt), i = 1, . . . ,∞.
The recursion is started with X1(δt) = δtZ. The generated sequence {∆Xi}i=1,... ,∞
is, of course, equivalent to the sequences obtained by using Taylor series expansions
as described in [16, 5].

Throughout this paper, we will exclusively work with the recusion (2.4)–(2.5). In
section 3, it will be shown that this leads to a simple characterization of the geometric
properties of the modified vector fields and, in section 4, explicit estimates for the
difference between the time-one-flow map of the modified vector field Xi(δt) and the
numerical method will be given. We like to point out that these results can also be
(and have been [16, 5, 18, 20, 13]) derived using an explicit Taylor series expansion
of the flow map and the numerical method. However, we feel that the application of
the recursion (2.4)–(2.5) leads to a simplification in the presentation of these results.

3. Geometric properties of backward error analysis. In this section, we
consider differential equations (2.2) whose corresponding vector field Z belongs to a
certain linear subspace g of the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra4 of smooth vector
fields on Rn [21, 1].

4The algebraic operation is the Lie bracket [X,Y ] of two vector fields X and Y [3].
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ASSUMPTION. Given a linear subspace g of the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra
of smooth vector fields on Rn, let us assume that there is a corresponding subset G of
the infinite-dimensional Frechet manifold [21] of diffeomorphisms on Rn such that

g = Tid G .

Here Tid G is defined as the set of all vector fields X := ∂τ [Ψτ ]τ=0 for which the
one-parametric family of diffeomorphisms Ψτ ∈ G is smooth in τ and Ψτ=0 = id.

For the linear space (Lie algebra) of Hamiltonian vector fields on Rn this is, for
example, the subset of canonical transformations [1]. An important aspect of those
differential equations is that the corresponding flow map Φt,Z forms a one-parametric
subgroup in G [21, 1]. Especially in the context of long-term integration, it is desirable
to discretize differential equations of this type in such a way that the corresponding
iteration map Ψδt belongs to the same subset G as Φt,Z . We will call those integrators
geometric integrators.

The following result concerning the backward error analysis of geometric integra-
tors has been first stated in the technical report [26] as follows in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Let us assume that the vector field Z in

d

dt
x = Z(x)

belongs to a linear subspace g of the Lie algebra of all smooth vector fields on Rn. Let
us assume furthermore that

xn+1 = Ψδt (xn) = xn + δtψ(xn, δt)

is a geometric integrator for this subspace g; i.e., Ψδt ∈ G for all δt ≥ 0 sufficiently
small. Then the perturbed vector fields Xi(δt), i = 1, . . . ,∞, defined through the
recursion (2.4)–(2.5) belong to g, i.e.,

Xi(δt) ∈ g .

Proof. The statement is certainly true for X1(δt) = δtZ. Let us assume that it
also holds for Xi(δt); i.e., Xi(δt) ∈ g for all δt ≥ 0 sufficiently small. Since

Ψδt (x) = x+ δtψ(x, δt) ∈ G

and

Φ1,Xi(δt) ∈ G

for all δt ≥ 0 sufficiently small as well as

Ψδt=0 = Φ1,Xi(δt=0) = id,

we have

∆Xi+1 = lim
δt→0

Ψδt −Φ1,Xi(δt)

δti+1
∈ Tid G

and ∆Xi+1 ∈ g. This implies Xi+1(δt) ∈ g as required.
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Remark. Often the linear subspace g is, in fact, a subalgebra under the Lie bracket
[3]

[X,Y ] :=
∂

∂x
X · Y − ∂

∂x
Y ·X;(3.6)

i.e., X,Y ∈ g implies [X,Y ] ∈ g. But this property is not needed in Theorem 1.
Let us discuss five examples.
Example 1. Consider the subspace g of all vector fields that preserve a particular

first integral F : Rn → R. In fact, this space is a subalgebra under the Lie bracket
(3.6). In other words,

∂xF ·X = 0(3.7)

and

∂xF · Y = 0(3.8)

imply that

∂xF · [X,Y ] = 0 .(3.9)

To show this we differentiate (3.7) with respect to x, which gives

XT · ∂xxF + ∂xF · ∂xX = 0 .

The same procedure is applied to (3.8). Using these identities and the definition
(3.6) in (3.9) yield the desired result. The corresponding subset G is given by the
F -preserving diffeomorphisms Ψ, i.e.,

F ◦Ψ = F .

In fact, let Ψτ be a smooth family of F -preserving diffeomorphisms with Ψτ=0 = id;
then X := ∂τ [Ψτ ]τ=0 ∈ g since

∂τ [F ◦Ψτ ]τ=0 = ∂xF ·X = 0 .

Thus, Tid G = g and we can apply Theorem 1. In particular, if a numerical method
Ψδt satisfies

F ◦Ψδt = F ,

then the modified vector fields Xi(δt), i = 1, . . . ,∞, possess F as a first integral.
The same result was recently derived by Gonzalez, Higham, and Stuart [13] using a
contradiction argument.

Example 2. Consider the Lie subalgebra of all divergence-free vector fields Z, i.e.,
divZ = 0. The corresponding subsets G are the volume preserving diffeomorphisms,
i.e.,

det

[
∂

∂x
Ψ(x)

]
= 1.

Again we have Tid G = g. Namely,

0 = ∂τ det

[
∂

∂x
Ψτ (x)

]
τ=0

= trace [∂x∂τΨτ (x)]τ=0

= divX(x),
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X := ∂τ [Ψτ ]τ=0. Thus, if the numerical method Ψδt is volume conserving, then
the modified vector fields Xi(δt), i = 1, . . . ,∞, are divergence-free. Again, the same
result has been formulated by Gonzalez, Higham, and Stuart [13] using a contradiction
argument.

Example 3. Let an involution5 S ∈ Rn×n be given and consider the subspace g of
vector fields Z on Rn that satisfy the time-reversal symmetry

−Z(x) = SZ(Sx).

This subspace is not a subalgebra under the Lie bracket (3.6). The corresponding
subset G is given by the time-reversible diffeomorphisms Ψ, i.e., Ψ−1(x) = SΨ(Sx).
Let Ψτ ∈ G be smooth in τ with Ψτ=0 = id; then

0 = ∂τ
[
SΨτ ◦ S − [Ψτ ]−1

]
τ=0

= SX ◦ S +X,

which implies that X := ∂τ [Ψτ ]τ=0 ∈ g. It follows that Tid G = g and we can apply
Theorem 1. Thus, if a numerical method Ψδt satisfies the time-reversal symmetry,
then the modified vector fields Xi(δt), i = 1, . . . ,∞, are time reversible. This result
has been first proven by Hairer and Stoffer in [20] using ideas from [26].

Example 4. Let {. , .} denote the Poisson bracket of a (linear) Poisson manifold
P = Rn. Then the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields on P is given by

d

dt
x = { id, H } (x),

where H : P → R is a smooth function. The corresponding subset G is given by the
set of smooth diffeomorphisms on P that preserve the Poisson bracket {. , .} [1]. Let
Ψτ be a family of maps in G with Ψτ=0 = id. Then

0 = ∂τ [{F ◦Ψτ , G ◦Ψτ} − {F,G}]τ=0

= {F,∂xG ·X}+ {∂xF ·X, G}
for all smooth functions F,G : P → R, X := ∂τ [Ψτ ]τ=0. This is the condition for
a vector field X to be locally Hamiltonian. Since P is simply connected, the vector
field is also globally Hamiltonian [3].

If the discrete evolution (2.3) satisfies Ψδt ∈ G for all δt > 0, then Ψδt is called
a symplectic method and it follows from Theorem 1 that the modified vector fields
Xi(δt), i = 1, . . . ,∞, are Hamiltonian vector fields on P. This result can also be
found in [5, 16, 26].

If a symplectic method can be expanded as a P-series, then the vector fieldsXi(δt)
are globally Hamiltonian even if the phase space P ⊂ Rn is not simply connected
[16]. This result applies to all symplectic Runge–Kutta and partitioned Runge–Kutta
methods. Furthermore, symplectic methods defined by a generating function of the
third kind [32] are also always globally Hamiltonian [5]. The same statement is true
for symplectic methods based on the composition of exact flow maps [40].

Example 5. Let us now consider differential equations on a matrix Lie group
G ⊂ Rn×n [35]. In general, time-independent differential equations on G can be written
in the form

d

dt
Y = A(Y )Y ,

5An involution is a nonsingular matrix that satisfies S−1 = S.
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where A : G → g, g ⊂ Rn×n the Lie algebra of G. Many recent papers (see [8]
and references therein) have been devoted to methods that preserve the Lie group
structure; i.e.,

Y n+1 = Ψδt(Y n),

and Y n ∈ G implies Y n+1 ∈ G. Thus, Ψδt is a diffeomorphism defined on the sub-
manifold G ⊂ Rn×n. In fact, this submanifold can be characterized, at least locally, by
a set of nonlinear equations which we denote by F (Y ) = 0. Thus Ψδt is an F integral
preserving map; i.e., F ◦ Ψδt = F on G. Following Example 1, we know then that
the modified vector fields (as well as the given vector field) satisfy ∂Y F ·Xi(δt) = 0.
Hence the modified vector fields Xi(δt) are vector fields on G and give rise to modified
differential equations of type

d

dt
Y = Ãi(Y ; δt)Y ,

with

Xi(Y ; δt) = δt Ãi(Y ; δt)Y

and Ãi(δt) : G → g. See [28] for further results on backward error analysis for numer-
ical methods on manifolds.

4. Truncation error of backward error analysis. We would like to derive an
explicit estimate for the norm of the vector fields ∆Xi+1 and the difference between
the time-one-flow map Φ1,Xi(δt) and the numerical approximation Ψδt, i = 1, . . . ,∞.
To do so we assume from now on that the vector field Z in (2.2) is real analytic. We
also introduce the following notation: Let Br(x0) ⊂ Cn denote the complex ball of
radius r > 0 around x0 ∈ Rn and define

||z || := max
i=1,... ,n

|zi| (z ∈ Cn) .

Let us consider a compact subset K ⊂ Rn of phase space and a constant r > 0 such
that a given real analytic vector field Y is bounded on Br(x0) for all x0 ∈ K. Then
we define

||Y ||r = sup
x∈BrK

||Y (x) ||

with

BrK :=
⋃
x0∈K

Br(x0) .

We also define B0K = K and

||Y ||0 = sup
x∈K
||Y (x) ||.

To find an estimate for ∆Xi+1, as defined in (2.5), we need estimates for the mappings
appearing on the right-hand side of (2.5). We start with an estimate for the map Ψδt.

Lemma 1. Let us assume that the vector field Z in (2.2) is real analytic and that
there is a compact subset K of phase space and constants K, R > 0 such that

||Z ||R ≤ K .
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We also assume that the numerical method Ψδt is real analytic. Then there exists a
constant M ≥ K such that

||Ψτ − id ||αR ≤ |τ |M ≤ (1− α)R for |τ | ≤ (1− α)R

M
,(4.10)

α ∈ [0, 1).
Proof. Under the given assumptions, the flow map

Φτ,Z(x) = x+

∫ τ

0

Z(Φt,Z(x)) dt

is defined for complex-valued τ ∈ C, where the integral on the right-hand side is
independent of the path from zero to τ . The complexified flow map satisfies

||Φτ,Z − id ||αR ≤ sup
x∈BαRK

∫ τ

0

||Z(Φt,Z(x))|| |dt|

≤ |τ |K ≤ (1− α)R for |τ | ≤ (1− α)R

K
,(4.11)

α ∈ [0, 1). Consistency of the numerical method implies that there exists a constant
∆K > 0 such that

||Ψτ − id ||αR ≤ |τ | (K + ∆K) ≤ (1− α)R |τ | ≤ (1− α)R

K + ∆K

for the (complexified) map Ψτ . Take M := K + ∆K.
Remark. Now let us consider an s-stage Runge–Kutta method with coefficients

{aij}i,j=1,... ,s and {bi}i=1,... ,s [19] satisfying

s∑
j=1

|aij | ≤ d and

s∑
i=1

|bi| ≤ d,

d ≥ 1, and assume that the Runge–Kutta method uniquely6 defines a real analytic
map Ψτ for all step sizes τ ∈ C with |τ | ≤ R/K. Then we have M = dK in Lemma
1. This follows from the fact that, under the stated assumptions, all stage variables
will be in BRK, where the vector field Z is bounded by the constant K. A similar
statement holds for partitioned Runge–Kutta methods.

Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be satisfied. Then there exists a
family of real analytic vector fields X̃(δt) : V ⊂ Rn → Rn, K ⊂ V ⊂ U , such that

||Ψδt −Φδt,X̃(δt) ||0 ≤ 8 δt bM e−p e−γ/δt

with γ = R/(cMe), b = 20, c = 300, and p ≥ 1 the order of the method. The family
of modified vector fields X̃(δt) satisfies the estimate

|| X̃(δt)−Z ||0 ≤ 2 dp bM

(
c δtM

R

)p
with dp ≥ 1 a constant depending on the order p of the method. For example, d1 = 0.8,
d2 = 1.5, d3 = 3.7, and d4 = 12.8.

6For an implicit method, the solution can be obtained by fixed point iteration if |τ | is sufficiently
small.
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Proof. We know that X1(δt) = δtZ and that Ψδt is a method of order p ≥ 1.
Thus ||X1(τ)||R ≤ |τ |M and ∆Xi = 0 for i = 2, . . . , p. Next we find an estimate
for the difference between the time-one-flow map Φ1,X1(τ) and the map Ψτ . Using
(4.10) and (4.11), we obtain

||Φ1,X1(τ) −Ψτ ||αR = ||Φ1,X1(τ) − id + id−Ψτ ||αR
≤ ||Φτ,Z − id ||αR + ||Ψτ − id ||αR
≤ 2 (1− α)R

for |τ | ≤ τ1 := (1−α)R/M . Since the mappings are real analytic and their difference
is O(δtp+1), we obtain the estimate [5]

||Φ1,X1(δt) −Ψδt ||αR ≤ 2 (1− α)R

(
δt

τ1

)p+1

≤ 2 δtM

(
δtM

(1− α)R

)p
,

α ∈ [0, 1). Using this in (2.5) with i = p, we obtain

||∆Xp+1 ||αR ≤ 2M

(
M

(1− α)R

)p
.(4.12)

Next we show that

||∆Xi ||αR ≤ bM
(
c (i− p)M
(1− α)R

)i−1

(4.13)

for i ≥ p + 1 with b = 20, c = 300, and α ∈ [0, 1). The estimate is true for i = p + 1
(compare (4.12)). We proceed by induction. First note that, for j ≥ p+ 2,

||Xj(τ) ||αR ≤ |τ | ||Z ||αR +

j∑
i=p+1

|τ |i ||∆Xi ||αR

≤ |τ |M
1 + 2

( |τ |M
(1− α)R

)p
+

j∑
i=p+2

b

(
c(i− p)|τ |M

(1− α)R

)i−1
 ,(4.14)

α ∈ [0, 1). We replace the parameter α ∈ [0, 1) in this formula by α+δj(1−α) ∈ [δj , 1),
where

δj :=
b− 1

(j − p+ 1) c
=

0.067

j − p+ 1
.

This yields

||Xj(τ) ||(α+δj(1−α))R ≤ (b− 1) τjM = δj (1− α)R

for all α ∈ [0, 1) and all τ ∈ C with

|τ | ≤ (1− α)R

(j − p+ 1) cM
=: τj .
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Here we have used that

j∑
i=p+2

(
i− p

(1− δj) (j − p+ 1)

)i−1

≤ 0.891(4.15)

for p ≥ 1 and all j ≥ p+ 2. In particular, substitute τj for |τ | and α+ δj(1−α) for α
in (4.14). Then use the identity 1−α− δj(1−α) = (1− δj)(1−α) and the inequality
(4.15) to derive

τjM

1 + 2

(
1

c βj

)p
+ b

j∑
i=p+2

(
i− p
βj

)i−1
 ≤ (b− 1) τjM,

βj := (1− δj)(j − p+ 1). Next we introduce the vector-valued, real analytic function

fτ (x) := Φ1,Xj(τ) (x)− x

=

∫ 1

0

Xj (Φt,Xj(τ)(x); δt) dt

and observe that

||f τ ||αR ≤ (b− 1) τjM = δ (1− α)R(4.16)

for |τ | ≤ τj and α ∈ [0, 1). Here we have used that x ∈ BαRK implies Φt,Xj(τ)(x) ∈
B(α+δj(1−α))RK for all 0 ≤ |t| ≤ 1 and any |τ | ≤ τj . Now we can find an estimate
for the difference between the time-one-flow map Φ1,Xj(τ) and the map Ψτ . Using
(4.10) and (4.16), we obtain

||Φ1,Xj(τ) −Ψτ ||αR ≤ ||fτ ||αR + ||Ψτ − id ||αR
≤ (b− 1) τjM + τjM

≤ b τjM
for |τ | ≤ τj . Since the mappings are real analytic and their difference is O(δtj+1), we
obtain the estimate [5]

||Φ1,Xj(δt) −Ψδt ||αR ≤ b τjM
(
δt

τj

)j+1

≤ b δtM
(
c (j − p+ 1) δtM

(1− α)R

)j
,(4.17)

α ∈ [0, 1). Using this in (2.5) with i = j, we finally obtain

||∆Xj+1 ||αR ≤ bM
(
c (j − p+ 1)M

(1− α)R

)j
,

which verifies (4.13) for i = j + 1.
Next we need an estimate for the difference between the time-one-flow map

Φ1,Xi(δt) and the map Ψδt on the compact set K. Using (4.17) with α = 0 and
i = j, we immediately have

||Φ1,Xi(δt) −Ψδt ||0 ≤ δt bM
(
c δt (i− p+ 1)M

R

)i
.
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The family of vector fields X̃(δt) is now defined by taking an optimal number i∗(δt)
of iterations. We take i∗(δt) as the integer part of

io(δt) :=
R

c δtM e
+ p− 1 .

Thus

||Φτ,Xi∗ (δt) −Ψδt ||0 ≤ δt bM e−i∗

≤ δt bM e−io+1

≤ 8 δt bM e−p e−γ/δt ,

γ = R/(cMe). We define X̃(δt) := δt−1Xi∗(δt). This completes the first part of the
proof.

According to (4.14), the difference between the modified vector fields X̃(δt) and
Z is given by

|| X̃(δt)−Z ||0 ≤M
(
c δtM

R

)p  2

cp
+

i∗∑
i=p+2

b (i− p)p
(
c (i− p) δtM

R

)i−p−1
 .

Next we use

δt ≤ R

c (i∗ − p+ 1)M e

to obtain

|| X̃(δt)−Z ||0 ≤M
(
c δtM

R

)p 0.0067 + b

i∗∑
i=p+2

(i− p)p
ei−p−1

(
i− p

i∗ − p+ 1

)i−p−1


≤M
(
c δtM

R

)p
[0.0067 + b dp 1.38]

≤ 2 dp bM

(
c δtM

R

)p
.

Here dp ≥ 1 is chosen such that

dp ≥ jp

ej−1

for all j ≥ 2.
Remark. The proof of Theorem 2 is similar in spirit to the one given by Benettin

and Giorgilli [5] on the exponentially small difference between an optimal interpolating
vector field and a near-to-the-identity map. However, there are a couple of important
differences: (i) We explicitly take the order of a method into account. (ii) We directly
derive estimates on the difference between the flow maps Φ1,Xi(τ) and Ψδt instead
of using Taylor series expansions of Φ1,Xi(τ) and Ψδt and corresponding estimates
for the elements in the series. We believe that this simplifies the proof of Theorem 2.
(iii) By introducing the parameter α ∈ [0, 1), we do not have to shrink the domain of
definition of the vector fields Xi(τ) as the iteration index i increases. Again we feel
that this simplifies the proof. (iv) As in [18], we work directly with an estimate for
the given vector field Z instead of making assumptions on the map Ψδt. The rather
pessimistic constants c = 300 and b = 20 entering the estimates seem to be the main
disadvantage of our approach.

A more elaborate version of the proof of Theorem 2 can be found in [30].
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5. An application: Ergodic Hamiltonian systems. Let us consider a (real
analytic) Hamiltonian system

d

dt
q = M−1p ,(5.18)

d

dt
p = −∇qV (q) ,(5.19)

q,p ∈ Rn, together with a smooth function A : R2n → R. We are interested in
evaluating the time average of A along a trajectory (q(t),p(t)) of the Hamiltonian
system (5.18)–(5.19); i.e.,

〈A〉T :=
1

T

∫ T

0

A(q(t),p(t)) dt , T � 1 .

We assume that

〈A〉∞ := lim
T→∞

〈A〉T

exists and is equal to the microcanonical ensemble average corresponding to the Hamil-
tonian

H(q,p) =
pTM−1p

2
+ V (q);

i.e., we assume that the system (5.18)–(5.19) is ergodic7 (or even mixing) [37]. Thus

〈A〉∞ =

∫
A(q,p) δ(E −H(q,p))dqdp∫

δ(E −H(q,p))dqdp
=:

1

C
〈A, δ(E −H)〉

with E = H(q(0),p(0)), δ(x) Dirac’s delta distribution,

C :=

∫
δ(E −H(q,p))dqdp ,

and

〈A, δ(E −H)〉 :=

∫
A(q,p) δ(E −H(q,p))dqdp

the inner product of A and δ(E −H).
Let us write the equations (5.18)–(5.19) in more compact form as

d

dt
x = J∇xH(x) = {id, H}(x) ,

x := (qT ,pT )T ∈ R2n. The Hamiltonian H is preserved under the flow map Φt,H .
Let us assume that the hypersurface M0 of constant energy H = 0,

M0 := {x ∈ R2n : H(x) = 0} ,
7To be more precise, ergodicity of a system implies that the time average is equivalent to the

ensemble average except for, at most, a set of initial conditions of measure zero.
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is a compact subset of R2n. We also assume that there is a constant γ1 > 0 such
that ||∇xH(x)|| > γ1 for all x ∈ M0. This implies that M0 is a smooth (2n − 1)-
dimensional compact submanifold. Furthermore, the family of hypersurfaces

ME = {x ∈ R2n : H(x) = E} , E ∈ (−∆E,+∆E) ,

∆E > 0 sufficiently small, are smooth and compact as well (in fact diffeomorphic to
M0). We define the open subset U of phase space by

U :=
⋃

E∈(−∆E,+∆E)

ME .

So far we have made fairly generic assumptions. In the sequel, we become more specific
to ensure that the Hamiltonian system (5.18)–(5.19) is ergodic/mixing.

In a first step we construct a Poincaré return map [14]. Let ψ : U → R be a
smooth function and γ2 > 0 a positive constant such that |{ψ,H}(x)| > γ2 on the
level sets

Ss := {x ∈ U : ψ(x) = s} , s ∈ (−∆s,+∆s) ,

∆s > 0 sufficiently small. Let us assume that Ss defines a Poincaré section for each
s ∈ (−∆s,+∆s) in the following way: For all x ∈ Ss, there is a positive number
tp(x) > 0 such that the solution x(t), t ≥ 0, with initial condition x(0) = x satisfies
x(tp) ∈ Ss and there is no 0 < t′p < tp such that x(t′p) ∈ Ss. The positive number
tp(x) is called the Poincaré return time of the point x ∈ Ss. Knowing the Poincaré
return time for each x ∈ Ss, we define the “global” Poincaré map Π : V → V by

Π(x) := Φtp(x),H(x)

and

x ∈ V :=
⋃

s∈(−∆s,+∆s)

Ss .

We assume that the Poincaré return times tp(x), x ∈ V, are bounded by some constant
K > 0.

We are interested in the solutions on a particular level set of constant energy. For
simplicity, we take the level set M0. Then it is sufficient to consider the “restricted”
Poincaré map Π0, which is defined as the restriction of Π to

D := S0 ∩M0 .

Thus we have reduced the study of the dynamical properties of the Hamiltonian
system (5.18)–(5.19) on the energy shell M0 to the study of the properties of the
Poincaré map Π0. If Π0 is an ergodic (mixing) map, then the Hamiltonian system is
ergodic (mixing) on M0. Note that Π0 is volume preserving; i.e., det∂xΠ0(x) = 1.

From now on we assume that Π0 is a uniformly hyperbolic map; i.e., for each
x ∈ D, the linearization ∂xΠ0(x) at x possesses strictly expanding and contracting
directions only [14, 36]. The “stochastic” behavior of such a (deterministic) map has
been investigated, for example, in [36]. Here we only point out the four main results.

• There is a unique invariant density µ0 on D that is invariant under Π0.
Furthermore, µ0 is given by the Lebesgue measure on D.
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• The autocorrelation function 〈A ◦ [Π0]n, A〉 of a Hölder continuous function
A : U → R decays exponentially fast, i.e.,

| 〈A ◦ [Π0]n, A〉 − (〈A,µ0〉)2 | ≤ C Λn , 0 < Λ < 1 ,

C > 0 an appropriate constant.
• The time averages

〈A〉N =
1

N

N∑
i=1

A(xi)

of A along trajectories {xi}i=1,... ,N of Π0 satisfy a central limit theorem.
• The time average 〈A〉N of A along trajectories of Π0 with initial value x0 ∈ D

satisfy a large deviation theorem. To be more specific [39], given any c > 0
there is an h(c) > 0 such that

µ0 ({x0 ∈ D : |〈A〉N − 〈A,µ0〉| > c}) ≤ e−Nh(c)(5.20)

for all large N ≥ 1.
These results can be proven (see, for example, [36]) by carefully studying the prop-
erties of the corresponding Frobenius–Perron operator P 0 : L1(D) → L1(D) defined
by

P 0 µ := µ ◦ [Π0]−1,

µ ∈ L1(D).
Definition 1. We call a Hamiltonian system (5.18)–(5.19) with the above in-

troduced properties Poincaré hyperbolic. In particular, we assume (i) that the level
sets ME , E ∈ (−∆E,+∆E) of constant energy are compact submanifolds; (ii) that
there is a constant γ1 > 0 such that ||∇xH(x)|| > γ1 for all x ∈ U ; (iii) that a global
Poincaré map Π can be defined on

V =
⋃

s∈(−∆s,+∆s)

Ss,

which is uniformly hyperbolic as a map restricted to D = S0 ∩ M0; (iv) that the
Poincaré return times tp(x), x ∈ V, are bounded by some constant K > 0; and (v)
that there is a constant γ2 > 0 such that |{ψ,H}(x)| > γ2 on V.

Let H̃ be a perturbation of H such that

|H(x)− H̃(x)|+ ||∇xH(x)−∇xH̃(x)|| ≤ ε

for all x ∈ U and some ε > 0. Then we call H̃ an ε-perturbation of H.
Lemma 2. The property of being Poincaré hyperbolic is stable under ε-perturbations

of the Hamiltonian H provided ε is sufficiently small.
Proof. The assumption ||∇xH(x)|| > γ1 on the level sets ME implies that these

sets are persistent under small perturbations. Furthermore, there exists a constant
γ̃2 > 0 such that |{ψ, H̃}(x)| > γ̃2 for a perturbed Hamiltonian H̃ and x ∈ V. Thus a
Poincaré map is also defined for the perturbed Hamiltonian H̃. Uniform hyperbolicity
is also stable under small perturbations of the Poincaré map [2].

Let us discretize (5.18)–(5.19) by a symplectic (real analytic) integrator Ψδt of
order p ≥ 1.
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Assumption. We assume that backward error analysis can be applied on a com-
pact subset K with U ⊂ K. The corresponding perturbed Hamiltonian is denoted by
H̃(δt); i.e., for all x ∈ K,

||Φ
δt,H̃

(x)−Ψδt(x) || ≤ δt d1 e
−p e−d2/δt ,

d1, d2 > 0 are appropriate constants. Let the step size δt be sufficiently small such
that the perturbed Hamiltonian system is also Poincaré hyperbolic. For simplicity, we
shift the modified Hamiltonian H̃(δt) such that H(x0) = H̃(x0; δt) = 0.

Let us introduce notation for the perturbed system. As for the unperturbed
system, we define the compact level sets M̃E and the open set Ũ (replacing H by H̃

in the definition). Without loss of generality, we can assume that Ũ ⊂ K. Furthermore,

S̃s := {x ∈ Ũ : ψ(x) = s} ,

s ∈ (−∆s,+∆s). The corresponding sets Ṽ and D̃ are now defined in the obvious way.

Finally, the global Poincaré map Π̃ and the reduced Poincaré map Π̃0 are introduced
as for the unperturbed system. Again, without loss of the generality, we can assume
that D ⊂ Ṽ.

We extend the discrete time map Ψδt to a map Ψt, t ∈ [0, δt], by using the exact
flow map Φ

t,H̃
of the modified problem as an interpolation for t ∈ [0, δt). The map is

then extended to t ≥ δt in the obvious way8 as the composition of k steps with Ψδt

and one-step with Φ
dt,H̃

where t = kδt + dt, δt > dt ≥ 0. Thus, in correspondence

with the definition of the global Poincaré map

Π̃(x) := Φ
t̃p(x),H̃

(x) ,

we define

Π̂(x) := Ψ
t̃p(x)

(x)

for all x ∈ Ṽ. Here the Poincaré return times t̃p(x), x ∈ Ṽ, are the same as in the

definition of Π̃. Lemma 2 implies that there is a constant K̃ > 0 such that

sup
x∈Ṽ

t̃p(x) ≤ K̃ .

It follows from backward and forward error analysis [18] that there is a constant
d3 > 0 such that

|| Π̃(x)− Π̂(x) || ≤ d3 e
−p e−d2/δt

for all x ∈ Ṽ and for all δt sufficiently small. More importantly, let {xi}i=1,... ,N be a

“numerically” computed sequence of points with xi+1 = Π̂(xi) and let {x̃i}i=1,... ,N

be the corresponding sequence under the map Π̃ with x0 = x̃0 ∈ D̃. Each sequence
{xi}, {x̃i}, respectively, generates two sequences of real numbers {Ei} and {si}, {Ẽi}
and {s̃i}, respectively, which are defined by Ei = H̃(xi) and si = ψ(xi), and by

Ẽi = H̃(x̃i) and s̃i = ψ(x̃i), respectively. We obviously have Ẽi = 0 and s̃i = 0, while

8The resulting map is discontinuous at multiples of the step size δt. A smooth interpolation could
be defined. But this is not needed in the context of this paper.
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the “drift” in the values of Ei and si per step away from zero is exponentially small
and sums up linearly with the number of steps. This energy conserving property of a
symplectic method has been discussed by Benettin and Giorgilli [5] and Hairer and
Lubich [18]. The same exponentially slow drift follows for the sequence {si} from

|ψ(xN )− ψ(x0)| ≤
N∑
i=1

|ψ(xi)− ψ(xi−1)|

≤
N∑
i=1

|ψ(Π̂(xi−1))− ψ(Π̃(xi−1))|

≤ N λd3 e
−p e−d2/δt ,

λ > 0 the Lipschitz constant of ψ on Ṽ.
In other words, if we start initially on D̃, then the points computed “numerically”

with the Poincaré map Π̂ will stay in an exponentially small neighborhood of D̃ over
exponentially many iterates of Π̂. Now, since our numerical method is of order p ≥ 1,
the compact manifolds M̃E and ME are O(δtp) away from each other; i.e., the

modified Hamiltonian H̃ is an ε-perturbation of the Hamiltonian H with ε ∼ δtp.
Thus the sequence {xi} will also stay in an O(δtp) neighborhood of D as long as the
number of iterates N satisfies

N ≤ d4 e
d2/(2δt) ,(5.21)

d4 > 0 an appropriate constant.
Now the shadowing lemma [33] is applied to the sequence {xi}i=1,... ,N .
Proposition 1. There exists an exact trajectory {x̂i}i=1,... ,N of the Poincaré

map Π0 on D such that the “numerically” computed sequence {xi}i=1,... ,N stays in
a O(δtp) neighborhood of the (shadowing) exact trajectory provided the number of
iterates N satisfies (5.21).

Proof. We first project the sequence {xi}i=1,... ,N down onto D using a “search
direction” orthogonal to the manifold D. Denote the result by {x̄i}. The projected
sequence {x̄i} and the sequence {xi} are O(δtp) close to each other provided N
satisfies (5.21). The “local” error per step between the “exact” Poincaré map Π and

the “numerical” Poincaré map Π̂ is also of order p in the step size δt. This follows
from standard forward error analysis. Thus the shadowing lemma [33] for uniformly
hyperbolic maps can be applied to the Poincaré map Π0 : D → D and the projected
sequence {x̄i} on D. The shadowing distance is O(δtp). This shadowing result also
applies to the sequence {xi}.

Let us now assume that we want to compute the ensemble average of a smooth
function A : R2n → R up to a certain accuracy c > 0. The large deviation theorem
(5.20) for hyperbolic maps tells us that the probability to obtain the ensemble average
in the desired accuracy as the time average along a single trajectory goes to one
exponentially fast as the length N of the trajectory is increased. If we numerically
compute an approximative trajectory for the system (5.18)–(5.19), then we know
from Proposition 1 that this trajectory is O(δtp) close to some exact trajectory over
exponentially many integration steps N . Let us denote the time average of A along
this exact trajectory by 〈A〉eN and the numerically computed time average by 〈A〉N ;
then

〈A〉N − 〈A〉eN = O(δtp)(5.22)
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for all N satisfying a bound of type (4.13). Thus we obtain the following.
Proposition 2. Let (5.18)–(5.19) be a Poincaré hyperbolic (real-analytic) sys-

tem, which we discretize by a symplectic method of order p ≥ 1 in the step size δt.
Then the time average 〈A〉N of an observable A along a “numerically” computed tra-
jectory {xn}n=1,... ,N ,

xn+1 = Ψδt(xn) ,

satisfies (5.22), where 〈A〉eN is the time average along some exact trajectory and the
number of steps N satisfies a bound of type (5.21). Furthermore, assume we want to
compute the ensemble average of A within a given accuracy c > 0. We assume, for
simplicity, that the constant c is larger than the difference between the time averages
(5.22), which is always true for sufficiently small step sizes δt. Then the probability
to obtain the average in the desired accuracy as the time average along a numerically
computed trajectory goes to one exponentially fast as the number of integration steps
N is increased. Taking the maximum number (5.21) of steps, the probability can be
made double exponentially close to one in (5.20) as δt→ 0.

Example. As a numerical example, we look at the following planar anisotropic
Kepler problem [15]:

d

dt
q = M−1p ,

d

dt
p = −∇qV (q) ,

q = (qx, qy)T ,p = (px, py)T ∈ R2,

V (qx, qy) =
−1√

(qx)2 + (qy)2
,

and

M =

[
10 0
0 1

]
.

The initial conditions are chosen such that

H =
pTM−1p

2
+ V (q) = −1

2
(5.23)

and L = pyqx − pxqy 6= 0. Note that angular momentum L is not conserved.
We define the Poincaré section S0 by ψ = qy = 0 and record the sequence of points

(qx, px). Conservation of energy implies that the thus-defined sequence is restricted
to the subset

| qx | < 2

1 + (px)2/10
,

where −∞ < px < +∞. This subset has an awkward shape. But it can be transformed
into a rectangle by means of the area preserving transformation

X1 := qx (1 + (px)2/10) ,(5.24)

X2 :=
√

10 arctg (px/
√

10),(5.25)
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where |X1| ≤ 2 and |X2| ≤
√

10π/2. The corresponding Poincaré map is hyperbolic;
i.e., stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversally, and the dynamics can be
encoded in a binary Bernoulli shift [15].

The main computational difficulty consists in the existence of a weak singularity
at q = 0. To remove this singularity, we have to scale the equations of motion by
introducing the time transformation

dt = ρ(q) dτ , ρ(q) := (qx)2 + (qy)2 ,

which implies that, in the new time τ, the norm of the vector field remains bounded
at q = 0. The time transformation has to be introduced such that the transformed
equations of motion are still Hamiltonian. A constant step-size symplectic method
can then be used to integrate the transformed system. Let us describe the general
approach: Assume that a Hamiltonian function H(q,p) = pTM−1p/2 + V (q) and a
scaling function ρ(q) are given. Following Zare and Szebehely [41], we introduce the
modified Hamiltonian function

E (q,p, t, e) := ρ(q) [H(q,p)− e]
with corresponding Hamiltonian equations of motion

d

dτ
q = ρ(q)M−1p ,(5.26)

d

dτ
p = −ρ(q)∇q V (q)− [H(q,p)− e]∇q ρ(q) ,(5.27)

d

dτ
t = ρ(q) ,(5.28)

d

dτ
e = 0

in extended phase space R2n × R2. In particular, let us consider the case e =
H(q(0),p(0)). Then (5.26)–(5.28) can be simplified to

d

dτ
q = ρ(q)M−1p ,

d

dτ
p = −ρ(q)∇q V (q) ,

d

dτ
t = ρ (q)

on the hypersurface of constant energy E = 0. This is a scaled vector field as de-
sired that is not Hamiltonian anymore. Therefore, as suggested by the author in [27]
and independently by Hairer [17], the Hamiltonian equations (5.26)–(5.28) are dis-
cretized by a symplectic method and e = H(q0,p0). For example, the equations can
be discretized by the symplectic Euler method; i.e.,

qn+1 = qn + δτ ρ(qn)M−1pn+1 ,

pn+1 = pn − δτ ρ(qn)∇q V (qn)− δτ (H(qn,pn+1)− e)∇q ρ(qn) ,

tn+1 = tn + δτ ρ (qn) .

The method is explicit in the variable q. Unfortunately this implies that the method
is only first order in δτ . However, the method is symplectic and, therefore, the Hamil-
tonian E = [H(q,p)− e]ρ(q) is conserved to O(δτ) over exponentially long periods of
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Fig. 1. (a) The time evolution of the average 〈r〉n (mean distance) is shown for four different
initial conditions with equal initial energy e = −1/2. (b) Time evolution of the error in energy,
angular momentum, and the actual step size. The bottom-right figure shows the intersections of the
trajectory with the Poincaré section in the (X1, X2) coordinates. One thousand intersections are
plotted.

time. A second-order symplectic discretization can be obtained by using the second-
order Lobatto IIIa–b partitioned Runge–Kutta formula [34], i.e.,

pn+1/2 = pn −
δτ

2

[
ρ(qn)∇qV (qn)− [H(qn,pn+1/2)− e]∇qρ(qn)

]
,(5.29)

qn+1 = qn +
δτ

2
[ρ(qn+1) + ρ(qn)]M−1pn+1/2 ,(5.30)

pn+1 = pn+1/2 −
δτ

2

[
ρ(qn+1)∇qV (qn+1)

−[H(qn+1,pn+1/2)− e]∇qρ(qn+1)
]
,(5.31)

tn+1 = tn +
δτ

2
[ρ(qn) + ρ(qn+1)] .(5.32)

The resulting scheme is implicit in ρ(q).
This approach is applied to the anisotropic Kepler problem with a scaling function

ρ(q) = (qx)2 + (qy)2. We chose initial values such that e = H = −1/2 and L 6= 0. The
equations of motion are integrated using the second-order symplectic method (5.29)–
(5.32) with δτ = 0.05. The time average of an observable A(q) along a trajectory
{qn}n=1,... ,M is computed according to the recursive formula

〈A〉n =
1

tn
[tn−1〈A〉n−1 + δtnA(qn)] .

The time average of r =
√

(qx)2 + (qy)2 (mean distance) was computed for four
different initial conditions, and the evolution of the corresponding time averages 〈r〉n
can be found in Figure 1(a). The different lengths of the time intervals are due to
the fact that the same number of steps with step size δτ were taken, which leads to
different actual step sizes δtn. Within a tolerance of c = 0.04, these averages converge
to the same value ≈ 1.33. In Figure 1(b), the total energy H, the angular momentum
L, and the variation in the actual step size δt = r2 δτ can be found for a particular
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trajectory. We also plotted the intersections of the trajectory with the (qx, px) plane
in the (X1, X2) representation (5.24)–(5.25). Theoretically, these points should fill the
rectangle in a uniform way (the invariant meassure is the Lebesgue meassure). With
one thousand points plotted, the uniform distribution is satisfied quite well.
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